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The RI-101- Reference Series integrated 
amplifier. “Still its own Beast”

Following on from the Multi Award  winning RI-100, which 
has been in production for about 9 years – we introduce the 
RI-101.

The overall design of the NEW RI-101 is the same as the 
original RI-100 with identical power and output stages. 
But that’s where the similarity stops. The input stage in the 
power amplifier is significantly updated and major upgrades 
incorporated in the pre-amplifier section lowers the noise 
level, which delivers enhanced resolution and “blackness”. 
We have brought the sound of the RI-101 a bit closer to that 
of the SIA-025 and implemented the much higher resolution 
volume control from our SL-103 and MP-L201 models, 
however that said the RI-101 is still its own beast and offers 
the music listener its own unique musical experience. 

Edgar Kramer, Editor-in-Chief Soundstage Australia states:
“The Vitus Audio RI-101 is a stupendous sonic performer, 
excelling at the vividness and life of music while sustaining 
its tonal beauty, midrange purity and exerting tight-fisted 
control over its prodigious output”

“This is tight, punchy and detailed bass that jumps from 
the mix while the RI-101 amplifier simply thinks“ Is this all 
you’ve got

Read the full RI-101 review here:
https://www.soundstageaustralia.com/index.php

INPUT XLR analog  RCA analog
Available 3 2
Sensitivity 1,4 Vrms  0,7 Vrms
Impedance 16 KΩ  16 KΩ

OUTPUT Speaker L Speaker R Pre out
Available  1  1 1 (XLR)
Impedance  75mΩ 75mΩ

Power RMS (8/4 ohm)  300/600 300/600
Frequency response  +800kHz +800kHz
Signal to noise ratio  >100dB >100dB
THD + noise  > 0,04% > 0,04%  @100W/1Khz

POWER CONSUMPTION
Standby  <1W
Class AB 80W (no load)

DIMENSIONS
Height  182 mm
Width  435 mm
Depth  470 mm (with connectors)
Weight  37 Kg (w/o DAC/Streamer)

OPTIONS - DAC/STREAMER BOARD
Inputs:  Connector Max S/Rate Resolution
Streamer (1x) Ethernet 192KHz 24bit
S/PDIF (1x) RCA 384KHz 32bit
AES (1x) XLR 384KHz 32bit

Below some of the awards the RI-100 has recieved.


